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Abstract

Does online fundraising increase charitable giving? Using the Facebook ad-
vertising tool, we implemented a natural field experiment across Germany, ran-
domly assigning almost 8,000 postal codes to Save the Children fundraising
videos or to a pure control. We studied changes in the donation revenue and
frequency for Save the Children and other charities by postal code. Our geo-
randomized design circumvented many difficulties inherent in studies based on
click-through data, especially substitution and measurement issues. We found
that (i) video fundraising increased donation revenue and frequency to Save the
Children during the campaign and in the subsequent five weeks; (ii) the campaign
was profitable for the fundraiser; and (iii) the effects were similar independent
of video content and impression assignment strategy. However, we also found
some crowding out of donations to other similar charities or projects. Finally, we
demonstrated that click data may be an inappropriate proxy for donations and
recommend that managers use careful experimental designs that can plausibly
evaluate the effects of advertising on relevant outcomes.
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petition.
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1 Introduction

Online advertising is becoming an ever more important tool for fundraisers. In the

United States, the share of online giving has been rising in the last years, reaching

8.5% of all donations in 20181 and can be expected to double by 2025.2 While there

are a few studies on online advertising effectiveness in the for-profit market,3 the

question of online fundraising effectiveness has received little systematic examination.

Information on the nonprofit market predominantly consists of anecdotal evidence,

fundraisers’ intuition, and advice from for-profit consultancies (Landry et al., 2006,

2010). Yet bad decisions about fundraising expenditures not only affect charities’

finances today but also impact future willingness to give to such charities (Gneezy

et al., 2014) and even trust in the nonprofit market as a whole (Adena, 2016).

Existing studies on online fundraising, starting with Chen et al. (2005), have typi-

cally been limited to one clearly defined environment, such as a single donation plat-

form.4 Such designs suffer from several difficulties. First, they are plagued by very low

statistical power because donations are infrequent and volatile.5 Second, when donors

give via a link embedded in the ad, they may simply be substituting away from other

1https://institute.blackbaud.com/the-blackbaud-institute-index/ (viewed on August 12,
2019). This figure is similar for the UK (8.4%, https://www.nptuk.org/philanthropic-
resources/uk-charitable-giving-statistics/, viewed on August 12, 2019) and Germany (9%,
https://www.betterplace.org/c/neues/online-fundraising-auf-betterplace-org-das-jahr-2016-in-
zahlen, viewed on August 12, 2019).

2Assuming the constant growth rate of additional 1.2 percentage point annually as suggested by
the Blackbaud Institute, see footnote 1.

3See, for example, Lewis et al. (2015) and the references cited therein. For studies on online
advertisement effectiveness in the context of voting, see Bond et al. (2012) and Hager (2019).

4In Chen et al. (2005) the researchers observed button clicks and direct donations. Castillo et al.
(2014) asked donation platform users to post solicitation messages on their Facebook walls or as direct
messages, observed whether a message had been posted, and traced whether a hyperlink in a post
had been clicked and a donation made. On the platform JustGiving, Bøg et al. (2012) studied how
donors reacted to donations already made. On the DonorsChoose platform, Meer (2017) studied how
matching grants for certain projects affected donations to other projects. Scharf et al. (2022) studied
responses to major donation appeals for donors who had an account administered by the Charities
Aid Foundation. All of those studies observed behavior of a narrowly specified group and only within
the studied environment.

5For example, Chen et al. (2005) observed 24 donations after more than 150,000 impressions.
Castillo et al. (2014) traced five donations in response to friends’ Facebook wall posts or private
solicitation messages. See Lewis and Rao (2015) for a discussion of the power problem in the context
of commercial advertising.
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donation channels (Blake et al., 2015) or from giving at some other time (Adena and

Huck, 2019). Third, the opposite is also possible: Online ads may lead ad recipients

to take an action at a later stage or via a different channel, which the researchers do

not observe (Lewis and Reiley, 2014). Finally, such designs cannot observe general

equilibrium effects, including potential crowding out of donations from competitors.

The present study overcomes these challenges by administering an unusually large

geo-randomized online experiment in conjunction with a charity, namely Save the

Children. We randomly assigned 94% of Germany’s 8,181 postal codes (Postleitzahl,

or PLZ) to a 14-day Facebook campaign of Save the Children fundraising videos or

to a pure control group. Our main outcome is Save the Children’s full universe of

donations at the postal-code level. By studying changes in the overall donation revenue

by postal code across all possible donation channels, the design thus circumvents the

aforementioned difficulties and bypasses channel-substitution and measurement issues.

By studying almost all of Germany’s postal codes across a period of 12 weeks and using

a largely untargeted campaign, the design enhances statistical power and ensures a high

degree of external validity with respect to online fundraising. Moreover, our design

allows us to discuss general equilibrium effects because the experiment covered an

entire country and a large portion of the population. We are therefore in a position

to address questions concerning potential effects on competing charities and spillovers

(Banerjee et al., 2017a,b).

The results show that the largely untargeted fundraising campaign increased total

donation revenue and donation frequency to Save the Children during and in the five

weeks after the campaign. The increase in donation revenue is estimated to be e17.65

per million inhabitants per day from the average of e129.3 in the control group, while

the increase in frequency is estimated to be 0.21 donations per million inhabitants per

day from the control-group average of 1.80. Those point estimates translate into e1.45

in additional donations for each e1 spent in immediate returns. Assuming a realistic

long-term multiplier for a new donation of 1.75,6 this implies a return of e2.53 in the

6See Section 4.3 for details.
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long term per e1 initially spent making the campaign profitable for the fundraiser.

Importantly, the increase is not the result of a substitution between different donation

channels to the same charity because our data accounts for all donations made to

Save the Children. It is also not the result of intertemporal substitution, given that

we accounted for donations during a sufficiently long period after the campaign. The

latter results emphasize the long-lived nature of the effects of advertising (Lewis and

Reiley, 2014).

Importantly, using data on charitable giving to other similar charities and projects,

we find evidence that the Save the Children campaign led to some substitution away

from similar causes. This suggests that donors may not approach their budgets for

charitable giving with the degree of flexibility suggested in some previous research

(Meer, 2017; Donkers et al., 2017; Gee and Meer, 2019; Grieder and Schmitz, 2020;

Deryugina and Marx, 2021; Gallier et al., 2023; Jayaraman et al., 2023). Rather,

fundraising campaigns seem to prompt individuals to shift their donation expenditures

between charities. This implies that charities are competing for scarce resources (Rose-

Ackerman, 1982; Reinstein, 2011; Reinstein and Riener, 2012; Bilodeaua and Slivinski,

1997; Lacetera et al., 2012; Petrova et al., 2024) rather than acting as complements

(Krieg and Samek, 2017; Lange and Stocking, 2012; Filiz-Ozbay and Uler, 2019).

In order to uncover the mechanisms behind the increase in giving to Save the

Children, we implemented a 2x2 factorial design in the treatment group. First, we

randomized whether the video was designed to induce empathy for those in need or

whether it was intended to highlight the effectiveness of the organization. Second, we

randomized whether Facebook’s algorithm was free to decide how advertising dollars

were allocated across treated postal codes or whether we assigned a fixed budget to each

postal code proportional to the estimated donor potential and Facebook reach. The

empathy video attracted more attention and more frequent immediate donations but

the long-term differences were not significant. Compared to the fixed postal-code-level

budgets, the treatment that allowed Facebook to distribute impressions freely between

postal codes led to higher donation frequency and values, especially in the short term.
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While any conclusions are necessarily limited to the specific implementation of our

campaign, we interpret these results on the additional treatment variation as lending

external validity to our main results—that no matter the specific campaign design,

online fundraising works—and as supporting the existence of the “power of asking”

(Yörük, 2009; Andreoni and Rao, 2011) in an online context despite clearly reduced

social pressure.

Finally, we document that relying on intermediate metrics like click-through ra-

tios and time spent watching videos might lead to conclusions that do not necessarily

align with results based on long-term measures. We therefore advise advertising and

fundraising managers to use careful experimental designs that rely on relevant out-

comes and can account for substitution and long-term effects.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the exper-

imental design. In Section 3, we analyze the effects of Facebook video fundraising

on giving behavior and study the effects of Save the Children video fundraising on

competing charities. In Section 4, we examine potential differences on two dimen-

sions: (i) between two types of videos and (ii) between two degrees of control over the

Facebook algorithm regarding the distribution of impressions between postal codes.

We also provide robustness checks, additional analyses, and a discussion of our main

effects including an evaluation of profitability from the perspective of the fundraiser.

Section 5 concludes.

2 Design

We partnered with one of the world’s largest charities, Save the Children, in order to

test the effectiveness of online fundraising. The fundraising campaign took the form of

a video advertisement on Facebook. The gross sample in this experiment consisted of

all 8,181 German postal codes, all of which can be targeted via Facebook’s advertising

manager.7 For each postal code we knew Facebook’s estimated reach, that is, the

7Facebook’s targeting procedure relies on a variety of data sources, including GPS signals, IP
addresses, and individual-level data. If this information is noisy then our results can be interpreted
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number of individuals Facebook estimates it can target. We excluded the lower 5%

as well as the upper 1% of the reach variable for several reasons. First, since half of

the fundraising budget was distributed proportional to the reach variable, we needed

to avoid falling below Facebook’s minimum advertising spend in small postal codes

and overspending in very large ones that would jeopardize our budget.8 Second, we

wanted to avoid having an overly high advertising spend in those postal codes with the

highest reach, as this could have given rise to significant spillover concerns.9 Moreover,

we considered these types of outliers to be a threat to covariate balance. On the other

hand, we needed to keep the final sample as large as possible for power reasons. The

final number of postal codes was 7,686.

By choosing geographical areas instead of individuals as the unit of analysis, we

sought to overcome the following challenges inherent in individual-level online experi-

ments: (i) Tracing individuals is never an exact science, and those who can be traced

for longer periods of time likely differ from the general population. (ii) Matching traced

individuals to donations through other channels and later donations, especially offline,

is oftentimes not possible, although this information is crucial in order to estimate

the total effect of any advertising or fundraising campaign. (iii) Charitable giving in

response to untargeted online fundraising is a low frequency behavior. (iv) Keeping

the control and treatment groups comparable in individual-level experiments requires

posting unrelated ads for the control group, which is costly.10

To ensure balance across pretreatment variables, we relied on a machine learning

technique of gradient boosting to build a targeting model for all postal codes. The

model predicted future donations based on past donations11 and other salient pretreat-

as lower bound estimates. We will address this issue later on.
8Half of the treated postal codes was assigned to a treatment with fixed postal-code budgets. The

budgets were assigned proportionally to Facebook reach and estimated potential. Facebook requires
a minimum spend of e1 per day.

9See the discussion on spillovers in Section 4.3.3.
10Without unrelated ads, more active individuals are more likely to receive an ad, that is, to end

up in the treatment group, but also more likely to be active in all online contexts, including online
giving (activity bias, see Johnson et al., 2017).

11All donation data provided to us were anonymized and aggregated at the PLZ-day level such
that no conclusions can be drawn about individual persons.
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ment postal-code characteristics, including socio-demographic and political variables.

We multiplied this donation potential with Facebook’s estimated reach, sorted the

postal codes in descending order according to this variable, and assigned each of the

six consecutive postal codes to one block. In any given block, we randomly assigned

the postal codes to one of the following conditions: two postal codes received no ads

(the control group) and four postal codes were allocated to the ad condition (the

treatment group). In the treatment group, in each block, postal codes were further

randomly assigned to one of four treatments following a 2x2 design: one of two video

types and one of two impression allocation strategies. One video was designed to

induce empathy with those in need (empathy video), while the other was designed to

highlight the effectiveness of the organization (effectiveness video). In addition, we

randomized whether Facebook’s algorithm was free to decide how advertising spend

was allocated across postal codes (free allocation) or whether we assigned a fixed

budget to each postal code—proportional to estimated donor potential and Facebook

reach (fixed postal-code budgets). We did not implement any further targeting beyond

the postal-code level. More specifically, there was no targeting at the individual level.

In Table A1 in the appendix, we show that, for the available baseline characteristics of

the postal codes, there were no differences between the treatment groups.12 Figures A1,

A2, and A3 in the appendix show the spatial distribution of treatments. The design

for this experiment was preregistered at EGAP registry (number blinded) before the

data from the experiment was made available to the researchers.13

The natural field experiment was implemented between November 1014 and 23,

2017. This is a typical time of the year for charities in Germany to run fundraising

campaigns. The treatment length of 14 days was similar to the median duration of

all for-profit campaigns studied by Lewis and Rao (2015). For our analysis, we used

12Out of 39 presented t-tests only one is significant at p<0.05 and one at p<0.1, both for the
difference between the empathy and effectiveness video groups, which is well within the margin of
statistical error.

13There were some changes to the preregistered design. For blocking we additionally used the reach
variable, and the second treatment dimension regarding impression allocation strategy was added.

14In the evening hours.
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daily postal-code-level donation data from October 10 to December 31, 2017, thus

31 days before the campaign (pretreatment period) and 38 days after the campaign

(posttreatment period).15 The posttreatment period was a little longer than the 1–4

weeks used in Lewis and Rao (2015), which they described as standard in the for-

profit industry. However, in the nonprofit sector, the bulk of donations arrive around

Christmas time,16 before the end of the fiscal year, which is December 31 in Germany.

Therefore, we expected the treatment effect to be relevant when those donation deci-

sions were being made but to die out in the new year.17 Note that the specific timing

of the experiment provides an important test for the intertemporal substitution: If

people had planned to donate to Save the Children in December and received an ask

on Facebook in November, they might have decided to respond immediately instead of

waiting until later. On the other hand, this period of time is a good test for long-term

effects as well. People who made their decision to donate in December might still

have remembered the Save the Children ad and have directed their donations to that

charity.18

The fundraising ad appeared in users’ Facebook news-feeds in between posts from

friends, and other advertisers. It included a subtitled video embedded into a larger

banner with the Save the Children logo. If not disallowed in the individual’s account

and device settings, once the user scrolled to the video, it began playing (with or

without sound) until the user scrolled away. The user could click on the video to see

it in a larger format and could also click on a button forwarding them to the Save the

15As preregistered. In fact, we have data for the first 10 days of January 2018 and use them in
robustness checks in section 4.3.

16In 2017 in Germany, the total donation revenue to all charitable organizations in Decem-
ber amounted to 20% of that for the whole year while this number was 32% for Novem-
ber and December together (https://www.spendenrat.de/wp-content/uploads/Downloads/Bilanz-
des-Helfens/bilanz-des-helfens-2018-deutscher-spendenrat.pdf, viewed on November 18, 2021). In the
US, donations in December account for 17.5% of those made across the whole year, while donations
made during the “giving season” between Thanksgiving and Christmas account for 33.6% (Müller
and Rau, 2019).

17The decision to exclude the period in the new year follows the rule from Lewis et al. (2015) to
exclude weeks in which the expected effect is less than one half of the average effect over all previous
weeks. Note that in our data, the level of giving in the first 10 days in January is 3:10 compared to
the last 10 days in December.

18Unfortunately, if both effects are at play at the same time, they might cancel each other out, but
at least we can evaluate the total long-term effect.
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Children website.

3 The effects of Save the Children Facebook video

fundraising

The total number of impressions was more than 2.25 million presented to 1.9 million

people in the treated postal codes. The total number of people that Facebook pur-

ported to be able to reach in the treated postal codes was 19 million and the total

population (including children) in the treated postal codes is 52 million. This means

that in treated postal codes, every tenth Facebook user received an impression of the

video at least once. On more than 500,000 occasions the video ran for at least three

seconds. In more than 16,200 instances users clicked on the video and in over 1,500

instances they clicked on the forwarding button. In the period under study, Save the

Children received 13,269 individual donations that could be linked to postal codes

totaling almost e1 million in giving. The data provided to us were aggregated at the

PLZ-day level. There were 11,140 nonzero PLZ-day donations, and half of the postal

codes received at least one positive donation. The most frequent donations were of e10

followed by e5, e50, and e100. The average donation was e87, and the median was

e30. There were 68 PLZ-day observations greater than e1,000. From this point on,

we winsorize the PLZ-day level donations at e1,000 in order to reduce the influence

of outliers and to reduce variance.19 For each postal code, we aggregated donation

revenue and the number of donations at the period level: before, during, and after the

treatment (or during together with after the treatment). Finally, we normalized those

variables by population size and period length so that our outcome variables measure

donation revenue and frequency per million inhabitants per day.

19This is standard in the literature (see, for example, Kessler and Milkman, 2018). Unfortunately,
we cannot winsorize at the individual level. Yet, in 56 cases out of the 68 affected PLZ-day donations
only one person donated and in 12 cases two people donated. There is no meaningful difference in the
estimates if we do not winsorize, although greater variance in the outcome variable affects statistical
precision.
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Figure 1. Average Outcomes Before, During, and After the Treatment

Donation revenue Donation frequency
Per million inhabitants per day

Notes. Averages over 7,686 postal codes. Pretreatment period (before): 31 days.
Treatment period: 14 days. Posttreatment period (after): 38 days.

3.1 Main effects

Our unit of observation is defined by postal codes, with donation revenue and donation

frequency per million inhabitants per day serving as the primary outcome variables. To

offer a preliminary insight into the data, Figure 1 presents an overview. The left panel

illustrates the average donation amount per million inhabitants per day across three

distinct periods—before, during, and after the treatment—and grouped by treatment

status. While in the pretreatment period the average donation amount was slightly

smaller in the treatment group than in the control group, it increased during the

treatment and posttreatment periods. The right panel shows the average number of

donations per million inhabitants per day during each of the three periods in a similar

manner. While the average number of donations was slightly higher in the treatment

group before the experiment, this difference was much larger during the campaign and

somewhat larger after the campaign. In both panels, we observed an increase in giving

over time consistent with Christmas and end-of-fiscal-year effects. Table A2, Panel A

in the appendix provides summary statistics by period.

Before proceeding to the main analysis, we tested for the existence of pretreatment

differences between the treated and untreated postal codes. Table 1 presents the results
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of linear regressions, both with and without control variables, using donation revenue

(frequency) in the pretreatment period as the outcome variable. We can confirm that

there were no statistically significant pretreatment differences between the treatment

and the control group in terms of donation level or frequency.20

Table 1. Pretreatment Differences in Donations to Save the Children

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
Donation revenue Donation frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Video fundraising -11.262

(13.672)
-11.051
(13.473)

0.060
(0.069)

0.068
(0.068)

Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes
Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.000 0.167 0.000 0.186
Notes. Linear estimations in Stata. Controls include: population, shares employed and
Catholics, and the number of post codes per county. FEs: fixed effects. Pretreatment
period: 31 days. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Considering the randomized experiment, the assessment of the causal effect of the

video fundraising campaign on donation revenue and frequency is straightforward—

simply by comparing donations in treated and untreated postal codes. This com-

parison was conducted using linear regressions, the results of which are presented in

Table 2. We studied both the immediate effect during the two weeks of the campaign

(short term, Panel A) and the more comprehensive effect, which is the combined ef-

fect of during and after the campaign until the end of the year (long term, Panel B).

Columns (1) and (2) present results for donation revenue, while Columns (3) and (4)

present results for donation frequency. In Columns (2) and (4), we included control

variables such as the lagged dependent variable, randomization blocks fixed effects,

and a few other controls that helped to (minimally) increase precision. This is our

preferred specification. While the short-term effect of video fundraising on donation

revenue is not significant, the long-term effect is significant at p<0.1. The coefficients

20This also holds for more extensive sets of control variables; not presented here.
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Table 2. Effects of Video Fundraising on Donation Level and Frequency

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
Donation revenue Donation frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Short term

Video fundraising 14.966
(11.982)

15.734
(12.123)

0.344∗∗∗

(0.125)
0.331∗∗∗

(0.125)
Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes
Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.000 0.176 0.001 0.189
Panel B: Long term

Video fundraising 15.970∗

(9.678)
17.652∗

(9.630)
0.219∗∗∗

(0.077)
0.211∗∗∗

(0.073)
Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes
Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.000 0.205 0.001 0.283
Notes. Linear estimations in Stata. Controls include: lagged dependent variable, population,
shares employed and Catholics and the number of post codes per location. Short term: effect
during the campaign (14 days). Long term: Effect during and after the campaign (52 days).
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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are similar in magnitude and suggest an additional e15–18 in donations per million

inhabitants per day. The coefficients in the regressions with donation frequency as

the outcome variable are highly significant and suggest additional 0.34 donations per

million inhabitants per day in the short term and additional 0.22 donations in the long

term.

The inclusion of a lagged dependent variable (and other controls) leads to a slight

increase in the coefficient in the revenue specification and a slight decrease in the

frequency specification, which directionally corrects for the pretreatment imbalances,

which, although nonsignificant, are present. Adding further control variables has a

minimal impact on the results (not presented here). However, if we are concerned that

the (nonsignificant) pretreatment differences are stable differences, we might prefer a

difference-in-difference (DiD) specification. We present results of such specifications

in the appendix, Table A3, and confirm that the significance levels and conclusions

remain unchanged.21

The positive effects on donation frequency suggest that online fundraising primarily

generated new donations rather than increasing the amount contributed by those who

would have given regardless. Figure 2, which confirms this intuition, shows frequencies

of PLZ-day donations in the treatment period by treatment status, with the zero

category being the omitted category. It suggests that there were additional donations

in the range of e25–e149 rather than a shift in the number of donations from lower

to higher categories in the treatment group.

The results in Panel B of Table 2 suggest a long-term positive effect of the fundrais-

ing campaign and provide evidence countering (any sizable) intertemporal substitution.

Of course, both effects could be at play and might have partly canceled each other out.

Overall, we conclude that online fundraising has a causal effect on additional dona-

tions and that these additional donations cannot be attributed to any substitution of

donations within the same organization, either regarding donation channel—because

21More specifically, in the appendix Table A3, we regress Yt − Yt−1 on Tt − Tt−1, with Y being the
outcome variable, t the time index, T the treatment dummy, and Tt−1 being always equal to zero.
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Figure 2. Frequencies of Different Donation Values in the Treatment Period

Notes. The available data is aggregated at the PLZ-day level. In the treatment
period, there are two donations in 3.5% of instances, three in three instances, and
four donations in one instance. In those cases, we assign the average donation to the
respective category. Zero-donations are the omitted category.

we account for total donations—or time frame—because we account for a sufficiently

long period after the campaign.

3.2 The effects on the competition

The design of our field experiment allowed us to study the effects of Save the Children

video fundraising on donations to other charities. We obtained data on other charities

from two different sources.

The first source is an alliance uniting 23 charities that are active in similar domains,

including humanitarian help, international relief, and support for children. The data

only include online giving, but the total donation revenue over the period studied

was four times that of Save the Children, and the share of postal codes with positive

donations was greater than 70% (see Table A2, Panel B in the appendix for descriptive

statistics of the data). As before, we first winsorized the PLZ-day level donations at

e1,000. Then, we aggregated donation revenue and the number of donations for

each postal code at three periods: before, during, and the combined long term, which
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includes both the during and after the treatment periods. Finally, we normalized those

variables by population size and period length so that our outcome variables measure

donation revenue and frequency per million inhabitants per day.

Before proceeding to the analysis of the treatment effect on competition, we test

the pretreatment balance in terms of the outcome variables. In fact Table A4 in the

appendix, which is equivalent to Table 1, shows that there are significant pretreatment

differences. Therefore, simple cross-sectional estimates would provide biased estimates.

We address this issue in two ways. First, as in Table 2, Columns (2) and (4), we control

for the pretreatment levels of the outcome variable. The results can be found in Table 3,

Columns (1) and (3). Second, in Columns (2) and (4), we regress the treatment dummy

on the difference between average daily donations (frequency) in the treatment period

and the period before. Note that this is equivalent to a DiD estimation. Panel A

presents the short-term results, that is, the effect during the fundraising campaign,

while Panel B presents the long-term results that combine the campaign period and

the posttreatment period. In Columns (1) and (3), the dependent variable is donation

revenue per million inhabitants per day, and in Columns (2) and (4), it is donation

frequency per million inhabitants per day. The results of the regressions suggest that

Save the Children fundraising reduced revenue to the other 23 charities by almost

e62–90 per million inhabitants per day in the short term and by e25–56 in the long

term. The DiD estimate is significant at p<0.1. The effect on donation frequency was

a (nonsignificant) reduction in the number of donations by 1.240–1.396 in the short

term and by 0.136–0.306 in the long term.

The second source of data on other charities is the largest German donation plat-

form: betterplace.org (see, for example, Altmann et al., 2018; Jayaraman et al., 2023,

for a description of the data). On this platform, potential donors can contribute to dif-

ferent projects (charities can present several projects), which are tagged with different

(usually multiple) categories like children, animals, refugees, development, sports, re-

ligion, and so on. The data that we received exclude donations to projects by Save the

Children and is aggregated at the PLZ-day-project level. For each PLZ-day-project
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Table 3. Effect of the Save the Children Campaign on Donations to 23 Similar Charities

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
Donation
revenue

∆ do-
nation
revenue

Donation
frequency

∆ do-
nation
frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Short term

Video fundraising -61.622
(53.192)

-91.101∗

(51.861)
-1.240
(1.214)

-1.169
(1.059)

Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks
FEs

yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.198 0.000 0.170 0.000
Panel B: Long term

Video fundraising -24.893
(29.543)

-59.193∗

(32.962)
-0.136
(0.347)

-0.255
(0.318)

Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks
FEs

yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.254 0.000 0.206 0.000
Notes. See notes to Table 2. ∆ is the difference between the average per million per day
donation revenue (frequency) in the treatment period (treatment and post-treatment in
Panel B) and in the pretreatment period: ∆Y = Yt − Yt−1.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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entry, we know the donation sum, the number of donations, the anonymized char-

ity and project ID, and the project category tags. We used those category tags to

divide the projects in two separate groups: children-related projects (35,434 single

donations totaling e2,525,019 to 1,543 distinct organizations and 1,847 projects) and

other projects (60,864 single donations totaling e3,399,854 to 2,010 distinct organi-

zations and 2,595 projects). In total, the volume of giving was much higher than for

Save the Children for the same period of time, and we observed non-negative giving in

more than 80% of postal codes (see Table A2, Panel C in the appendix for descriptive

statistics of the data). As before, we first winsorized the PLZ-day-project level dona-

tions at e1,000. Then, we aggregated donation revenue and the number of donations

for each postal code at three periods (and by project type): before, during, and the

combined long term, which includes both the during and after the treatment periods.

Finally, we normalized those variables by population size and period length so that

our outcome variables measure donation revenue and frequency per million inhabitants

per day. Table A4 in the appendix shows that there were no significant pretreatment

differences. Given two types of projects (children related and not children related)

per postal code, we included interaction of the treatment dummy with the children-

related type of project and also included postal-code fixed effects. Table 4 presents

the results. We find a negative interaction effect in all cases but it is only significant

for the donation revenue in the short term at p<0.05.22 This weakly suggests that

video fundraising by Save the Children drained donation money from other projects

that benefited children at Betterplace.

Of course, we do not have data on all competitors but, based on two separate pieces

of evidence, it is reasonable to assume that any further effects should go in the same

direction.23 Our results suggest that the Save the Children fundraising campaign may

22A regression without postal-code fixed effects but with control variables as in Table 2 leads to the
same conclusions. In a DiD specification all interaction coefficients are highly significant, see Table
A5.

23Note that in both sets of data there is an overlap and that the effects cannot simply be added: The
charity alliance collects donations on betterplace.org but also via other online channels while other
charities are also active on betterplace.org. The available data do not allow us to remove this overlap.
Still, even taking one or the other data source, the magnitudes of the effects on the competition seem
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Table 4. Effect of the Save the Children Campaign on Donations to Projects on
betterplace.org

Short term Long term
Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day

Donation revenue Donation frequency Donation revenue Donation frequency
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Video fundraising x children
related projects

-40.637∗∗

(20.248)
-0.241
(0.310)

-9.447
(25.356)

-0.198
(0.249)

Children related projects -32.010∗

(16.933)
-1.109∗∗∗

(0.244)
-96.458∗∗∗

(19.968)
-2.458∗∗∗

(0.207)
Controls yes yes yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes yes yes
Project types 2 2 2 2
Observations 15,372 15,372 15,372 15,372
R

2 0.598 0.730 0.741 0.747
Notes. See notes to Table 2. Controls include: donations or frequency in the period before, post code fixed effects.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

have reduced donations to similar causes, implying a substitution effect. While there

are papers that have studied substitution over time (Adena and Huck, 2019) or over

many charities (Meer, 2014), we were able to provide an experimental setting that

allows us to study both together (see also Scharf et al., 2022).

4 Further results

4.1 Video content

A traditional view of advertising is that it provides relevant knowledge that informs

decisions of individuals. In the context of fundraising, this knowledge could include

information about the neediness of certain individuals or groups, how donations will

be used by a charity, and what donations can achieve. In practice, the informational

content of many advertisements and donation asks is limited. For example, most con-

sumer ads do not provide price information, and most donation asks do not state how

much relief a donation will buy. Rigorous field experiments on ad content for con-

sumer goods include Bertrand et al. (2010), who varied several content characteristics.

to be larger than those on Save the Children, though the estimates are subject to large confidence
intervals. If the effect of the campaign on competing charities is indeed higher than the effect on Save
the Children, this could be explained in at least two ways: (i) The Save the Children campaign may
have displaced online fundraising efforts on Facebook by other charities, increasing the likelihood of
their ads appearing in the control group. (ii) Recurring donors to other charities may have switched
to Save the Children and opted to make lower donations to the latter.
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Examples in research on charitable giving include laboratory experiments by Eckel

et al. (2007) on information overload and Andreoni (1995) on positive versus negative

framing.

For our test of the effects of video content, we chose two types of videos: one

designed to activate feelings of empathy and another stressing the competence and

effectiveness of the organization.24 We chose both types of video based on relevant

research in the field, a discussion of which can be found in the appendix B.

In Table 5, Panel A, we present the results of the regressions similar to those in

Table 2 (with controls) but now differentiate between the empathy and effectiveness

videos. In the short term, Column (1) and (2), we see that the coefficients on the

empathy video treatment are much larger than those on the effectiveness video. They

are significant at p<0.1 (revenue) and p<0.01 (frequency), while the coefficients on

the effectiveness video are much smaller and nonsignificant. However, the coefficients

are not statistically different from each other.25 While, in the short term, the empathy

video seems to be more effective, this is no longer the case in the long term; the

differences between coefficients are smaller and the effectiveness video coefficients are

now significantly different from zero. We conclude that there are no differences in the

effects by video type (a difference may exist but we are underpowered to detect it).

In Table 6, Columns (1) and (2), we present some intermediate metrics that point

to the mechanism behind the effects of both video types (see Table A6, Columns

(1) and (2) in the appendix for summary statistics). Strikingly, all of the available

metrics support the notion that the empathy video was more successful at grabbing

attention, and for longer periods of time: On average, users watched more of the video,

the share of people viewing the video for at least three seconds was higher, and the

number of clicks on the video and on the forwarding button were higher per impression

and per e1 spent. For the three variables computed as shares, we tested treatment

24The empathy video can be accessed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNIKofWG6iE

and the effectiveness video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFSQjLATgnU.
25We refer to a two-sided test. In contrast, for Column (1), a one-sided test supports a conjecture

that the empathy coefficient is larger than the effectiveness coefficient at p<0.1.
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Table 5. Effects of Additional Treatment Variation

Short term Long term
Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day

Donation
revenue

Donation
frequency

Donation
revenue

Donation
frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Video type

Empathy video 27.501∗

(15.935)
0.420∗∗∗

(0.147)
14.575
(11.428)

0.225∗∗∗

(0.085)
Effectiveness video 3.957

(12.866)
0.242
(0.149)

20.732∗

(11.557)
0.196∗∗

(0.086)
Controls yes yes yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes yes yes
Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.177 0.189 0.205 0.283
Panel B: Impression allocation strategy

Fixed postal-code budgets 8.690
(13.770)

0.234
(0.143)

16.710
(11.830)

0.173∗∗

(0.084)
Free allocation 22.746

(15.075)
0.428∗∗∗

(0.154)
18.590∗

(11.148)
0.248∗∗∗

(0.087)
Controls yes yes yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes yes yes
Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.176 0.189 0.205 0.283
Notes. See notes to Table 2.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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differences using a test of proportions. The differences were highly significant for

clicks per impression and for the share of people watching the video for at least three

seconds. The differences were not significant for clicks on the forwarding button per

impression. For the other variables, we could not test treatment differences reliably, as

they are based on semi-aggregated and not individual data. Together with the results

from Table 5, we conclude that the empathy video was more effective at grabbing

short-term attention but, in the long term (the combined effect), the effectiveness

video performed no worse that the empathy video.26 Importantly, this suggests that

relying on clicks might be misleading when comparing the effectiveness of different

campaigns. Campaigns that attract more attention may not be the ones to generate

higher donations.

Table 6. Clicks and Impressions by Treatments: Intermediate Outcomes

Video type Impression allocation strategy
Treatment: Empathy Effectiveness Free alloca-

tion
Fixed
postal-code
budgets

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Number of seconds video
watcheda

4.213 3.603 4.047 3.791

Video clicks per million
impressionsb

7,182.1 6,635.8∗∗∗ 7,443.5 6,365∗∗∗

Forwarding button clicks per mil-
lion impressionsb

705.5 649.4 692.7 664.1

Video views of at least 3 seconds
per million impressionsb

232,823.3 213,740.2∗∗∗ 219,409 228,428.5∗∗∗

Video clicks per e100 spent 48.975 43.849 49.8 42.939
Forwarding button clicks per
e100 spent

4.811 4.291 4.634 4.480

Notes. Based on semi-aggregated data. For the treatment with fixed postal-code budgets, data are available at
the PLZ-day level. In the free allocation treatment, the ads were targeted to a group of postal codes—separately
for the empathy and effectiveness groups. Therefore, the click data are semi-aggregated; at the daily level and
for all postal codes in the respective group.a Data weighted by impressions at each level of disaggregation
in order to arrive at the correct averages.b We tested treatment differences for three outcomes that could be
computed as shares (video clicks per impression, forwarding button clicks per impression, and video views of at
least 3 seconds per impression) using the test of proportions and mark significant differences in the Columns
(2) and (4). The presented numbers are rescaled per million impressions. Associated summary statistics are
presented in Table A6 in the appendix.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

26While we regard the results in Table 5 as ultimately the best specification to assess the total
effect of both treatments (that is, including later donations and donations through other channels),
we lacked data on donations resulting from clicks on the forwarding button after watching the video,
since tracing at the level of Save the Children did not work as intended.
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4.2 Degree of control over the Facebook algorithm

The literature has documented algorithmic bias in advertising assignment on Facebook

such that cheaper demographic groups have a higher probability of receiving impres-

sions. For example, Lambrecht and Tucker (2019) found discrimination against young

females. In our context, this means that allowing Facebook to distribute the available

budget freely between postal codes could result in choosing less expensive individuals,

possibly from postal codes with lower donation potential. We tested for differences be-

tween allowing Facebook to distribute impressions freely and distributing the budget

to postal codes proportionally based on Facebook reach and our estimated donation

potential. The second approach allowed us to gain more control over the distribution

of impressions between postal codes.

Table 5, Panel B, presents the results of the regressions following the main specifica-

tion (with controls) but now differentiating the two strategies regarding the allocation

of impressions between postal codes. The coefficients on the free allocation dummy are

higher than those on the fixed postal-code-budget dummy and significantly different

from zero in all but one specification. Any treatment differences, however, are not

significant and get smaller over time. Overall, we conclude that both approaches led

to similar results and that, if there was any bias in the distribution of impressions by

Facebook, it did not hurt the campaign outcome (if anything, the opposite is true).

Those results can be compared to the intermediate effectiveness indicators pre-

sented in Table 6, Columns (3) and (4). The treatment with free allocation of impres-

sions seemed to be more effective according to all of the outcomes presented except for

the share of users spending more than three seconds on the page with the video (sta-

tistically significant). In this case, intermediate and comprehensive measures mostly

point in the same direction: They indicate a positive effect of granting full freedom to

the Facebook algorithm in a fundraising context.27

27In line with previous regression results, the combination of the empathy video and free allocation
leads to the highest donation levels and frequency in the short term (see Table A7 in the appendix
with 2x2 separate coefficients) in line with the intermediate metrics, (see Table A8 in the appendix).
However, long-term results do no longer favor this combination, which may potentially mislead deci-
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4.3 Robustness and Discussion

4.3.1 Robustness

In the following, we discuss a number of robustness checks and present some additional

analyses. First, for our main specification in Columns (2) and (4) of Table 2, we

show in Figure A4 in the appendix randomization inference tests that have recently

become quite common (Heß, 2017; Young, 2018; Cohen and Dupas, 2010). Fisherian

randomization inference provides the means to assess whether an observed realization

could be observed by chance even if the treatment had no effect. This test permutes

the treatment and control status in the sample and re-estimates the coefficients using

this placebo assignment multiple times (we set this to 5,000). The results of this test

suggest that it is unlikely that our estimates have come about by chance. Second,

in Figure A5 in the appendix, we also study the sensitivity of the coefficients to the

number of days after the campaign that were included in the analysis. The graphs show

90% and 95% confidence intervals. Adding days after the fundraising campaign first

reduced the coefficients in line with a weaker effect outside of the treatment period.

The coefficient in the donation frequency regression remained quite stable from day 16

after the campaign. Adding more days towards the end of the year again increased the

coefficient in the donation revenue regression, suggesting that the campaign generated

additional higher-than-average donations toward the end of the year. In this exercise,

we also used the additional 10 days of data in the new year that we had access to but

did not use in the main analysis. The coefficients slowly decreased in size and precision

when we added days in the new year. This reflects the tradeoff between adding more

observations and the fading effects of the campaign in line with Lewis et al. (2015).
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Table 7. Decomposition of the Long-term Treatment Effect into its Constituent Ad-
ditive Parts

Dependent variable: donation frequency per million inhabitants per day
Total effect New donors Repeat donors One-time donation Recurring donation
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: Short term
Video fundraising 0.331∗∗∗

(0.125)
0.081∗

(0.047)
0.250∗∗

(0.115)
0.289∗∗

(0.121)
0.042
(0.029)

Controls yes yes yes yes yes
Randomization blocks
FEs

yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.189 0.166 0.184 0.183 0.165
Panel B: Long term

Video fundraising 0.211∗∗∗

(0.073)
0.099∗∗∗

(0.038)
0.112∗

(0.060)
0.186∗∗∗

(0.070)
0.024
(0.017)

Controls yes yes yes yes yes
Randomization blocks
FEs

yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.283 0.187 0.285 0.283 0.175

Notes. See notes to Table 2. Column (1) shows the coefficient from Table 2, Column (4). Columns (2) through (5) decompose
this coefficient into its constituent parts depending on donor type and donation frequency.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

4.3.2 Decomposition of the treatment effect

As shown in Table 7, we reran our preferred frequency regressions, decomposing the

treatment effect by donor types and donation frequency as provided by Save the Chil-

dren.28 In Columns (2) and (3) and in Columns (4) and (5) the coefficients sum up

to the total effect, shown in Column (1). In the short term, the additional donations

came predominantly from repeat donors, while in the long term the share of new and

repeat donors were approximately equal. The donations were mostly done in a form

of a one-off donation. Further decompositions by donation source and by donation

type are provided in Table A9 in the appendix. Since none of the coefficients in Table

A9 are negative, we do not find any indication of channel substitution within Save the

Children.

sion makers who rely on impression-related quality criteria. Facebook seems to maximize engagement
with the ad, which in our case was best achieved by granting Facebook maximum freedom in com-
bination with the empathy video. This might, however, not lead to the highest donation revenue in
the long term.

28Note that due to the level of aggregation, we can only look at giving frequency as the outcome
variable.
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4.3.3 Spillovers

In terms of potential spillover effects, one type of spillover in our experiment may

have arisen when Facebook made mistakes in assigning postal codes, for example, by

wrongly assigning people to cities if they work and spend a lot of time there.29 Another

type of spillover could have occurred if treated individuals told people in untreated

postal codes about the campaign (Alatas et al., 2016; Banerjee et al., 2019; Drago et al.,

2020). In order to study this issue, we added to our main long-term specification a

variable indicating a share of treated postal codes within 30 kilometers.30 We chose 30

kilometers because only 20% of employees in Germany commuted longer distances in

2017.31 Columns (2) and (5) in Table 8 show the results. The coefficient on treatment

remains significant and the magnitude remains constant compared to our main long-

term results shown in Columns (1) and (4). The effect of more postal codes within 30

kilometers being treated is positive and significant. In Columns (3) and (6), we provide

separate estimates by postal-code status (rural or urban) interacted with the share of

nearby urban postal codes that were treated as well as with the share of nearby rural

postal codes that were treated. Here, we observe that the spillovers predominantly

arose from the urban postal codes and that the rural postal codes were the ones most

affected. Altogether, the results suggest the existence of spillover effects. Note that

given the presence of spillovers, our main results provide lower bound estimates for

the effects of the campaign. These estimates suggest a total effect—a direct effect

plus spillovers—of video fundraising of e170.3032, significant at p<0.01, or 1.1333 in

additional donations, significant at p<0.01.

29Faizullabhoy and Korolova (2018) tested location targeting on Facebook and confirmed that
targeted households received advertising suggesting high precision.

30The distance calculation is based on centroids. The postal codes do not need to share a border.
31https://heimat.bund.de/atlas/pendlerdistanzen-und-pendlerverflechtungen/, viewed on January

24, 2020.
3217.661 (Table 8, Column(2))+ 0.668 (share of treated neighbors, see Table A10, Column (2)) x

228.503 (Table 8, Column(2)).
33As above.
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Table 8. Spillover Effects from Postal Codes up to 30 Kilometers (Long term)

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
Donation revenue Donation frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Video fundraising 17.652∗

(9.630)
17.661∗

(9.600)
17.340∗

(9.574)
0.211∗∗∗

(0.073)
0.213∗∗∗

(0.073)
0.210∗∗∗

(0.072)
Share of treated neighborsa 228.503∗∗∗

(74.776)
1.376∗∗

(0.602)
Urban x share of neighborsa

treated and urban
345.768∗∗∗

(95.509)
2.051∗∗∗

(0.708)
Rural x share of neighborsa

treated and urban
511.179∗∗∗

(92.806)
4.151∗∗∗

(0.755)
Urban x share of neighborsa

treated and rural
96.095
(83.901)

0.671
(0.681)

Rural x share of neighborsa

treated and rural
214.499∗∗∗

(74.977)
1.185∗∗

(0.599)
Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,673 7,673 7,686 7,673 7,673
R2 0.205 0.207 0.211 0.283 0.284 0.290

Notes. See notes to Table 2. aNeighbors are defined as postal codes up to 30 kilometers (centroid
to centroid) and do not need to share a border. The sample is slightly smaller than the original:
The shapefile is missing for a few postal codes due to administrative changes.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

4.3.4 Profitability

Next, we discuss the profitability of the campaign. From a fundraiser’s perspective, it

is not enough to know whether online fundraising generates new giving. The fundraiser

also needs to know whether revenue net of the costs is positive. To calculate immediate

profits, we multiplied the estimated effect per day per million inhabitants by 52 (the

treated population was 52 million) and 52 days. Based on the estimate in Table 2,

Panel B, Column (2), we arrived at a total of e47,726 in additional donations in the

long term. However, the confidence intervals (CI) are wide. For a 90% CI, the range

is between e4,892 and e90,571. This can be contrasted with the direct costs of the

campaign of e33,700, such that the direct revenue based on the point estimate was

e1.4534 per e1 spent. While it is easy to calculate an immediate net effect, this

might be misleading. Some new donors are expected to become recurring donors, so

3490% CI of 0.15–2.74.
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each donation has a multiplicative value. Assuming a lifetime value of a new donor

of 1.7535 and similar effects for existing donors,36 we arrived at e2.5337 in additional

donations for each e1 initially spent. This long-term estimate is, however, below

industry standards, which characterize fundraising costs of a maximum of 30% as

acceptable.38 Given that we ran a largely untargeted campaign our estimates can be

regarded as lower bound estimates with a large level of external validity with respect

to potential donors. Higher returns would be expected if charities were to run more

conservative campaigns that target the most promising potential donors. We will

address this in the next subsection.

The results of the campaign should also be considered in light of the available and

comparable alternatives. Such alternatives include direct mailing to the general public.

For a given campaign budget of e33,700, a charity could send around 80,000 letters

(counting the costs of print and mailing but not of purchasing the addresses). Still,

even with a return rate of a half of a percentage point39 and an average donation of

e87 as found in our context such a campaign would likely underperform compared to

the results of our online campaign.

4.3.5 Heterogeneity

Next, we studied the heterogeneity of our treatment effect. We used the available

characteristics of the postal codes and we binarized continuous variables to create

35In our data, around 30% of new donors chose the option of a recurring donation. Adena and
Huck (2019) documented that 36.5% of donors in the first year donated again in the second year,
and among those who donated twice, the return rate was 61%. Our review of online resources shows
that numbers around 30% and 60% are commonly provided as estimates for first-year and later-on
retention rates (see Table A11 in the appendix). Assuming that a discount factor is counterbalanced
by increases in donation value, this leads to a lifetime value (LTV) of 1 + 0.3/(1− 0.6) = 1.75.

36The literature on charitable giving has documented substantial persistence in donation choices.
Charitable giving in one year is the best predictor of giving in the following year (Meier, 2007; Landry
et al., 2010), and the amounts chosen are usually very close to previous ones (Adena and Huck, 2022).
Furthermore, treatment-imposed differences in gift level can still be observed in later gifts after the
treatment has ceased to apply (Adena et al., 2014).

3790% CI of (0.26–4.80).
38See 4.b.(2) on page 17 of https://www.dzi.de/wp-content/pdfs DZI/DZI-SpS-Leitlinien 2019.pdf,

viewed on April 14, 2022.
39Rates of 0.5 of a percentage point or less are to be expected from a fundraising letter to the general

population. For example, Kamdar et al. (2015) documents a response rate of 0.34 of a percentage
point for a standard letter in their control group.
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below- and above-median dummy variables. Table 9 shows the results in our main

long-term specification (with controls), in which we now interact our treatment status

with the below- and above-median dummy. The results suggest that the performance

of the fundraising campaign could have been greatly improved had the managers tar-

geted postal codes with above-median shares of employed population, children, and

Catholics, or those with below-median shares of native Germans, Protestants, couples,

single parents, and below-median population and Facebook reach. Note that those

characteristics are correlated with each other. Another good predictor of the success

of a campaign is urban status of the postal code, which pertains to 16.5% of the postal

codes in our sample. The best predictor of the campaign’s success is the above-median

estimated potential.

Table 9. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

Video fundrais-
ing in postal
codes with

Estimated
potential

Population Facebook
reach

German
nation-
als

Share
Catholics

Share
Protes-
tants

Share
em-
ployed

Share
couples

Share
children

Share
single
parents

Share
green
party
voters

Urban
status

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
Panel A: Donation revenue per million inhabitants per day

Below median -32.047∗∗∗

(10.641)
49.628∗∗∗

(14.225)
55.897∗∗∗

(14.019)
50.536∗∗∗

(13.611)
-10.344
(11.329)

21.888∗

(12.015)
-10.498
(10.658)

34.839∗∗∗

(12.769)
6.259
(11.788)

46.255∗∗∗

(12.622)
-9.287
(11.793)

Urban 47.807∗∗

(19.719)
Above median 63.735∗∗∗

(13.218)
-16.627
(10.617)

-20.446∗

(11.034)
-18.195
(11.425)

43.361∗∗∗

(12.604)
11.166
(11.506)

43.341∗∗∗

(13.265)
-1.287
(11.399)

26.464∗∗

(12.232)
-13.583
(10.871)

41.746∗∗∗ Rural 10.143
(10.041)

Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Randomization
blocks FEs

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.195 0.192 0.192 0.193 0.192 0.190 0.192 0.191 0.190 0.192 0.191 0.190
Panel B: Donation frequency per million inhabitants per day

Below median -0.287∗∗∗

(0.085)
0.531∗∗∗

(0.109)
0.641∗∗∗

(0.117)
0.437∗∗∗

(0.089)
-0.100
(0.083)

0.317∗∗∗

(0.091)
0.061
(0.090)

0.340∗∗∗

(0.091)
0.038
(0.084)

0.400∗∗∗

(0.093)
-0.079
(0.087)

Urban 0.393∗∗∗

(0.116)
Above median 0.673∗∗∗

(0.097)
-0.134∗

(0.076)
-0.216∗∗∗

(0.077)
-0.045
(0.094)

0.498∗∗∗

(0.094)
0.081
(0.086)

0.335∗∗∗

(0.090)
0.061
(0.090)

0.355∗∗∗

(0.093)
-0.006
(0.084)

0.470∗∗∗

(0.092)
Rural 0.159∗∗

(0.079)
Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Randomization
blocks FEs

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.273 0.267 0.269 0.266 0.268 0.264 0.264 0.264 0.265 0.266 0.267 0.264
Notes. See notes to Table 2. Control variables contain only the lagged dependent variable.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

5 Conclusions

This paper has explored whether online fundraising can prompt charitable giving.

By randomly assigning Save the Children fundraising videos on Facebook to almost

all of Germany’s 8,181 postal codes, we found that an online fundraising campaign
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significantly increased total donations to Save the Children. Reassuringly, the largely

untargeted campaign was profitable for the fundraiser: e1 spent translated into an

immediate return of e1.45 and is expected to turn into e2.53 in the long run.40 This

shows that the “power of asking” (Yörük, 2009; Andreoni and Rao, 2011) also works in

an online context, in which “social pressure” is clearly lower (Adena and Huck, 2020).

However, we also detected some substitution between charities and projects in response

to the Save the Children fundraising campaign. This suggests that fundraising might

not expand individuals’ donation budgets (Thaler, 1985) and that the money spent on

fundraising could merely cause some redistribution and thus be ultimately lost to the

charitable sector.

Our design advances the growing literature on online fundraising and advertising

in several key ways. First, we use a geo-randomized experiment across all of Germany.

Doing so ensured that our results have a high degree of external validity while achieving

reasonable statistical power. Second, by analyzing all of the donations made to the

charity, we captured the total effect of the campaign, ensuring that our results are

not biased by potential substitution across channels and intertemporal substitution by

donors. Third, our design addresses the question of substitution between charities and

the question of individual donation budgets. Fourth, by analyzing donation data over

a period of 12 weeks, we covered an extended time period and can speak to the long-

term effects of online fundraising, which are more promising than previously believed.

Fifth, by comparing results based on intermediate metrics like click-through rates and

time spent watching videos with results based on total donations, we showed that such

intermediate metrics might be misleading. This is of great importance for professional

fundraiser and advertiser, charities and firms, and academic researchers, who often rely

on intermediate metrics when evaluating campaigns, although the ultimate relevant

outcome is (donation) revenue.

Based on our results, we see three fruitful avenues for future research. First, to

uncover the mechanisms, we randomized whether the videos highlighted empathy or

40The numbers are based on our point estimates and the assumption that the LTV is 1.75.
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the charity’s effectiveness. While the empathy video was more successful in the short

term, in the long term, the differences between the treatments were not significant. The

modest differences suggest that the mechanism increasing charitable giving is simply

the donation ask. Future studies could help to determine whether a mere impression

of the charity and a subsequent call-to-action to donate is sufficient. Put differently,

long videos may not be necessary to increase charitable giving.

Second, we also randomized whether Facebook’s algorithm was allowed to dis-

tribute ads freely or whether we specifically allocated budgets to postal codes pro-

portional to size and donation potential. The seemingly better performance of the

free-allocation treatment calls into question the hypothesized negative effect of the

Facebook algorithm, at least for charities. If the algorithm optimizes engagement—

one plausible conjecture—this likely helps charities that are trying to generate new

giving. The situation may, however, be quite different for other advertisers. If a lux-

ury car manufacturer sees its ads sent to postal codes with high engagement, it is

possible that the individuals in those postal codes will not be potential customers.

Third, our experiment did not test individual-level targeting, that is, any given

resident in a postal code (subject to Facebook’s algorithmic assignment) received the

same video. Future studies could explore whether sending empathy videos to those

individuals most likely to react to such content is a more effective strategy. While

this comes at the cost of drawing causal inferences for the general population, it may

help charities boost charitable giving more effectively. After all, the fact that a largely

untargeted campaign increased donations by meaningful amounts indicates that online

advertising is a highly effective fundraising tool. The relevance of our findings is clear

given that online activities will likely continue to grow in importance for the nonprofit

sector.
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Table A1. Results of Randomization

Donation
poten-
tial

Facebook
reach
(in
mill.)

Popu-
lation
(in
mill.)

GDP
(in
mill.)

Share
green
party
votes

Share
Catholics

Share
Protes-
tants

Share
native
Ger-
mans

City
status

Share
em-
ployed

Share
couples

Share
children

Share
single
parents

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
Control group
mean 0.130 3.351 10.131 13.971 0.033 0.345 0.302 0.883 0.173 0.001 0.507 0.245 0.035
std. dev. 0.082 4.395 8.635 27.135 0.029 0.286 0.202 0.072 0.378 0.000 0.031 0.031 0.004
N 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,558 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562
Treatment group
mean 0.132 3.289 10.152 14.123 0.034 0.338 0.307 0.881 0.168 0.001 0.508 0.245 0.035
std. dev. 0.084 4.301 8.865 27.196 0.036 0.281 0.204 0.072 0.374 0.000 0.031 0.031 0.004
N 5,124 5,124 5,124 5,124 5,124 5,124 5,124 5,121 5,124 5,124 5,124 5,124 5,124
T-test p-
value

0.311 0.559 0.923 0.818 0.183 0.363 0.255 0.382 0.592 0.500 0.417 0.803 0.880

Treatment: Effectiveness video
mean 0.133 3.268 10.015 14.269 0.034 0.347 0.303 0.881 0.165 0.001 0.508 0.246 0.035
std. dev. 0.084 4.269 8.643 27.491 0.032 0.281 0.204 0.073 0.372 0.000 0.031 0.031 0.004
N 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562
Treatment: Empathy video
mean 0.131 3.310 10.288 13.976 0.035 0.330 0.311 0.882 0.170 0.001 0.508 0.244 0.035
std. dev. 0.084 4.335 9.081 26.903 0.040 0.281 0.204 0.072 0.376 0.000 0.032 0.031 0.004
N 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,559 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562
T-test p-
value

0.605 0.726 0.271 0.700 0.394 0.026 0.178 0.737 0.681 0.750 0.813 0.078 0.132

Treatment: Free allocation
mean 0.132 3.291 10.125 14.407 0.034 0.336 0.307 0.881 0.173 0.001 0.508 0.245 0.035
std. dev. 0.084 4.342 8.831 27.211 0.030 0.281 0.204 0.074 0.378 0.000 0.032 0.031 0.004
N 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,561 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562
Treatment: Fixed postal-code budgets
mean 0.132 3.287 10.178 23.838 0.034 0.341 0.307 0.882 0.163 0.001 0.508 0.246 0.035
std. dev. 0.084 4.262 8.900 27.183 0.040 0.282 0.204 0.070 0.369 0.000 0.031 0.031 0.004
N 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,560 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562 2,562
T-test p-
value

0.831 0.974 0.829 0.454 0.197 0.566 0.990 0.756 0.350 0.211 0.691 0.294 0.691
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Table A2. Descriptive Statistics

Control group Treatment group

Period mean std. dev. N mean std. dev. N

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Panel A: Save the Children

Donation value per million inhabitants per day
Before 77.450 650.178 2,562 66.188 335.322 5,124
During 99.866 455.830 2,562 114.832 566.359 5,124
After 136.944 386.772 2,562 147.414 478.166 5,124
Donation frequency per million inhabitants per day
Before 1.115 2.769 2,562 1.175 2.994 5,124
During 1.457 4.777 2,562 1.801 5.857 5,124
After 1.843 3.272 2,562 1.998 3.591 5,124

Panel B: 23 other charities with similar activities
Donation value per million inhabitants per day
Before 265.243 724.209 2,562 301.666 786.528 5,124
During 740.456 2,225.778 2,562 685.778 1,854.187 5,124
After 698.960 1,598.148 2,562 687.945 1,305.768 5,124
Donation frequency per million inhabitants per day
Before 2.378 4.473 2,562 2.570 4.655 5,124
During 6.520 6.520 2,562 5.543 9.633 5,124
After 4.644 6.909 2,562 4.918 6.223 5,124

Panel C: betterplace.org
Donation value per million inhabitants per day
Before 245.208 1,236.365 2,562 246.809 1095.192 5,124
During 225.762 1,000.812 2,562 238.178 1,068.282 5,124
After 797.321 1,825.782 2,562 862.301 2,651.882 5,124
Donation frequency per million inhabitants per day
Before 3.742 11.211 2,562 4.159 14.610 5,124
During 4.595 23.775 2,562 4.439 13.385 5,124
After 14.244 20.754 2,562 14.401 21.940 5,124
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Table A3. Effects of Video Fundraising on Donation Level and Frequency

Panel A: Short term
Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day

∆ donation revenue ∆ donation frequency
(1) (2)

Video fundraising 26.228 (18.083) 0.284∗∗ (0.135)
Observations 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.000 0.001
Panel B: Long term

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
∆ donation revenue ∆ donation frequency
(1) (2)

Video fundraising 27.232∗ (16.461) 0.159∗ (0.086)
Observations 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.000 0.000
Notes. See notes to Table 2 and Table 3.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table A4. Pre-treatment Differences

Panel A: Donations to 23 Similar Charities

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
Donation revenue Donation frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Video fundraising 36.422∗∗

(18.040)
35.788∗∗

(17.833)
0.192∗

(0.110)
0.207∗

(0.107)
Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R2 0.001 0.186 0.000 0.197

Panel B: Donations to Betterplace (all projects)

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
Donation revenue Donation frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Video fundraising 1.601
(28.821)

3.934
(28.535)

0.417
(0.301)

0.450
(0.306)

Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R2 0.000 0.184 0.000 0.190

Panel C: Donations to Betterplace (children-related projects)

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
Donation revenue Donation frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Video fundraising -8.723
(19.025)

-7.403
(19.072)

0.122
(0.189)

0.142
(0.193)

Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R2 0.000 0.172 0.000 0.174

Panel D: Donations to Betterplace (projects not related to children)

Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day
Donation revenue Donation frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Video fundraising 10.324
(15.759)

11.337
(15.698)

0.294
(0.185)

0.308
(0.189)

Controls yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes

Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R2 0.000 0.181 0.000 0.190

Notes. See notes to Table 1.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A5. Effect of the Save the Children Campaign on Donations to Projects on
betterplace.org

Short term Long term
Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day

Donation revenue Donation frequency Donation revenue Donation frequency
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Video fundraising 27.332∗

(16.397)
0.024
(0.251)

56.706∗∗∗

(20.733)
0.633∗∗∗

(0.237)
Video fundraising x children
related projects

-43.849∗∗∗

(15.353)
-0.620∗∗∗

(0.185)
-64.184∗∗∗

(20.334)
-1.609∗∗∗

(0.207)
Children related projects -35.227∗∗∗

(8.642)
-1.324∗∗∗

(0.120)
-51.833∗∗∗

(10.359)
-1.667∗∗∗

(0.109)
Postal code FEs yes yes yes yes
Period FEs yes yes yes yes
Project types 2 2 2 2
Periods 2 2 2 2
Observations 30,744 30,744 30,744 30,744
R

2 0.404 0.471 0.442 0.504
Notes. See notes to Table 2.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Table A6. Clicks and Impressions by Treatments: Summary Statistics

Video type Impression allocation strategy
Treatment: Empathy Effectiveness Free allo-

cation
Fixed
postal-code
budgets

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Total population in millions 26.357 25.659 25.940 26.077
Total reach (number of users) in
millions

1.009 0.890 1.002 0.896

Total spent in e 17,439.51 16,264.83 17,500 16,204.34
Spent per million inhabitants 661.67 633.88 674.63 621.40
Spent per million users 17,288.43 18,281.09 17,465.7 18,075.46
Total impressions 1,189,211 1,074,772 1,170,818 1,093,165
Impressions per e1 spent 68.19 66.08 66.90 67.46
Total video views of at least 3 sec-
onds

276,876 229,722 256,888 249,710

Total video clicks 8,541 7,132 8,715 6,958
Total forwarding button clicks 839 698 811 726
Notes. Based on semi-aggregated data. For the treatment with fixed postal-code budgets (Column (4)),
data are available at the PLZ-day level. For the free allocation treatment (Column (3)), data are available
at the daily level for the empathy and effectiveness groups separately, that is, the data are aggregated
for all postal codes in the respective group.
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Table A7. Interaction Effects Between Treatments

Short term Long term
Dependent variable: Per million inhabitants per day

Donation
value

Donation
frequency

Donation
value

Donation
frequency

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Free allocation x effectiveness video 7.988

(16.089)
0.351∗

(0.200)
25.530∗

(13.981)
0.283∗∗

(0.113)
Free allocation x empathy video 37.496∗

(21.962)
0.506∗∗∗

(0.192)
11.657
(13.941)

0.212∗∗

(0.105)
Fixed postal-code budgets x effectiveness video -0.112

(15.227)
0.133
(0.174)

15.932
(15.229)

0.110
(0.101)

Fixed postal-code budgets x empathy video 17.481
(18.887)

0.334∗

(0.180)
17.486
(14.886)

0.237∗∗

(0.107)
Controls yes yes yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes yes yes
Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.177 0.189 0.205 0.283
Notes. See notes to Table 2.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A8. Clicks and Impressions by Treatments (2x2)

Impression allocation strategy: Free allocation Fixed postal-code budgets
Video type: Empathy Effectiveness Empathy Effectiveness

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Summary statistics

Total population in millions 13,116 12,824 13,242 12,835
Total reach (number of users) 518,216 483,748 490,523 405,960
Total spent in e 8,750 8,750 8,689.51 7,514.83
Spent per million inhabitants 667.12 682.31 656.21 585.50
Spent per million users 16,884.85 18,087.93 17,714.79 18,511.26
Total impressions 592,957 577,861 596,254 496,911
Impressions per e1 spent 67.767 66.041 68.618 66.124
Total video views of at least 3 sec-
onds

134,844 122,044 142,032 107,678

Total video clicks 4,593 4,122 3,948 3,010
Total forwarding button clicks 427 384 412 314

Panel B: Intermediate outcomes
Number of seconds video vieweda 4.504 3.578 3.923 3.6323
Video clicks per million impres-
sions

7,745.9 7,133.2 6,621.3 6,057.4

Forwarding button clicks per mil-
lion impressions

720.1 664.5 691 631.9

Video views of at least 3 seconds
per million impressions

227,409.4 211,199.6 238,207.2 216,694.7

Video clicks per e100 spent 52.491 47.109 45.434 40.054
Forwarding button clicks per
e100 spent

4.88 4.389 4.741 4.178

Notes. Based on semi-aggregated data. For the treatment with fixed postal-code budgets (Columns (3)
and (4)), data are available at the PLZ-day level. For the free allocation treatment (Columns (1) and
(2)), data are available at the daily level for the empathy and effectiveness groups separately, that is, the
data are aggregated for all postal codes in the respective group. aData weighted by impressions at each
level of disaggregation in order to arrive at the correct averages.
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Table A9. Decomposition of the Long-Term Treatment Effect into its Constituent
Additive Parts

Panel A: Donation source
Direct
market-
ing

Other
web

Unsolicited TV Other

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Video fundraising 0.064∗

(0.038)
0.061
(0.041)

0.041
(0.032)

0.011
(0.016)

0.033
(0.025)

Controls yes yes yes yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes yes yes yes
Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.188 0.200 0.304 0.168 0.179
Panel B: Donation type

Money Pledge In-kind
(1) (2) (3)

Video fundraising 0.114∗∗

(0.050)
0.072
(0.048)

0.024
(0.017)

Controls yes yes yes
Randomization blocks FEs yes yes yes
Observations 7,686 7,686 7,686
R

2 0.278 0.209 0.175
Notes. See notes to Table 2.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A10. Summary Statistics for Table 8

mean std.
dev.

min max count

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Share of postal codes
up to 30 km receiving
treatment

0.667 0.060 0.308 1 7,673

Urban x share of
postal codes up to 30
km receiving treat-
ment and being urban

0.052 0.132 0 0.588 7,673

Rural x share of postal
codes up to 30 km re-
ceiving treatment and
being urban

0.067 0.106 0 0.578 7,673

Urban x share of
postal codes up to 30
km receiving treat-
ment and being rural

0.062 0.153 0 0.750 7,673

Rural x share of postal
codes up to 30 km re-
ceiving treatment and
being rural

0.488 0.248 0 1 7,673

Observations 7,673
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Table A11. New and Repeated Donor Retention Rates

Source Link New
donors
reten-
tion
rate

Repeat
donor
reten-
tion
rate

Data for

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Bloomerang www.bloomerang.co/retention 25—

32%
62—
64%

2013—
17

Nonprofits
Source

www.nonprofitssource.com/
online-giving-statistics/

38% for
online
donors,
25%
overall

60% 2016—
17

M+R
Bench-
mark
Study

www.mrbenchmarks.com/
assets/files/uploads/2019
Benchmarks Study.pdf

37% for
online
donors

59% 2018

Donating
to Charita-
ble Causes

www.nptuk.org/
philanthropic-resources/uk-
charitable-giving-statistics/

- 60% 2018

Notes. Sources viewed on August 21, 2019.
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Figure A1. Geographical Distribution of Treatments: All Postal Codes with Video
Fundraising
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Figure A2. Geographical Distribution of Treatments by Video Type

Notes. Light grey: empathy treatment; dark grey: effectiveness video.
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Figure A3. Geographical Distribution of Treatments by Impression Allocation Strategy

Notes. Light grey: free allocation; dark grey: fixed postal-code budgets.
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Figure A4. Randomization Inference

Donation revenue Donation frequency
Per million inhabitants per day

Short term

Long term

Notes. Coefficient distribution from a randomization inference test with 5,000 itera-
tions. The vertical dotted lines mark the estimated coefficients in the main regressions.
Short term: effect during the fundraising campaign; long term: combined effect during
the fundraising campaign and the posttreatment period.
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Figure A5. Effect on the Coefficient on Video Fundraising when Including Days After
the Campaign

Donation revenue Donation frequency
Per million inhabitants per day

Notes. The vertical dotted line marks the end of the year and the end of the post-
treatment period included in the main analysis. The first coefficient of each panel
corresponds to the short-term estimate from Table 2, Panel A, Columns (2) and (4).
The last coefficient before the vertical line corresponds to the respective long-term
estimate in Panel B. See notes to Table 2.
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Appendix B. Video content

A long-standing strand of research in psychology has established that empathy leads

to altruistic behavior (Davis, 2018). For example, Batson et al. (1981) studied the

relation between empathy and altruism and suggested that empathic emotions pro-

duce an altruistic motivation. In economics, a related argument was used by Andreoni

et al. (2017) to motivate ask avoidance: “Verbal requests engage empathy but... people

take steps to avoid thinking about what others would request if given a chance.” An-

dreoni et al. (2018) concluded that empathic individuals are significantly more likely

to donate.

Regarding the effectiveness video, the key assumption in economics is that indi-

viduals value quality. In the nonprofit market, there are numerous platforms, such

as Charity Navigator, that compare charity metrics and make recommendations. Yet

evidence on the causal influence of quality metrics on individuals’ decisions is mixed.

While some studies show that donors dislike overheads (Gneezy et al., 2014), value

quality certifications (Adena et al., 2019; Yörük, 2016), and prefer to know what their

money will be spent on (Gangadharan et al., 2018), others show that individuals are

reluctant to pay for quality information on charities (Fong and Oberholzer-Gee, 2011;

Null, 2011; Metzger and Günther, 2019) or might even reduce their giving, using im-

perfect quality as an excuse to not give (Exley, 2018; Karlan and Wood, 2017).

When implementing the empathy concept practically, we chose a video that presents

a story of a small child suffering from malnutrition and facing a risk of dying. When im-

plementing the effectiveness concept, we chose a highly informative video that presents

numerous instances in which the organization has been active and lists various vic-

tims whom the organization has been able to help. Implicitly, this implementation

created a link to another important strand of research, namely the identifiable-victim

versus statistical-lives literature. These terms refer to the personified suffering of one
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explicitly named person or small group versus number-filled enumerations of fatalities,

injuries, and destruction (Schelling, 1968). Using mainly laboratory experiments, re-

searchers have found large differences in willingness to donate depending on whether

an identifiable victim is highlighted (see, for example, Jenni and Loewenstein, 1997;

Small and Loewenstein, 2003; Small et al., 2007).1

Our video content was somewhat similar to the content used in the laboratory

study of Small et al. (2007). In their study, the researchers asked student participants

to distribute their experimental endowment between participants’ own account and a

donation to Save the Children–the same charity as in our experiment. In the iden-

tifiable victim treatment, the researchers provided a description of a small girl who

faced a threat of severe hunger or even starvation–a similar story to that in our em-

pathy treatment. In the statistical victim treatment, the researchers provided a text

containing several large numbers relating to children being poor and suffering in many

countries. This treatment was similar to our effectiveness video, with the difference

being that our video also referred to the number of people helped by the organiza-

tion. In the experiment by Small et al. (2007), the average donation in the identifiable

victim treatment was more than double that of the statistical victim treatment.

Table B1 explains in more detail how both videos incorporated the concept of

empathy versus effectiveness as well as the identifiable victim versus statistical lives

concepts. Below, we also publish complete transcripts of the videos.

1This led us to preregister the hypothesis that the empathy video would outperform the effective-
ness video.
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Table B1. Relationship Between Video Content and Concepts in the Literature

Video 1: Empathy Video 2: Effectiveness
Empathy : The video starts by showing a dy-
ing one-year-old girl. It shows her grandmother
afraid of losing her. Supported by music, appro-
priately paced narration, and an array of visual
material, the video prompts a feeling of empathy.

Effectiveness: The video points to Save the Chil-
dren’s experience, in terms of its duration (“Save
the Children has been providing emergency aid
in crises for more than 90 years”), geographical
reach (various countries and regions are named:
Russia, Pakistan, Africa, Syria, Nepal, Europe),
extensive logistical support (“We have a whole
logistics team that is desperately searching out
different routes to get aid into countries, so we
are trying over land as well as flying in”), and de-
termination (“No matter where. No matter how.
We are there”).

Identifiable victim: The video starts with the
story of one dying girl and how the organization
helps her.

Statistical lives: The video shows numerous vic-
tims of different wars and natural catastrophes
and provides many numbers: “more than 90
years,” “10 million people are being affected by
the worst drought for more than 15 years,” “above
12,000 now.”

Transcript of the videos

1. Empathy treatment :2 Save the Children—Wir helfen Kindern in Not [00:00] [video: extreme

close-up. zooming in on the moving hand of a child lying on a piece of green fabric.] [music: soft

melancholic piano in background] Male Speaker: [softly] Children. So fragile—[00:04] [video:

extreme close-up. zooming in on the moving hand of a child that is close to the partly visible hand

and face of an adult.] Male Speaker: [without pause, slightly wistful]—and delicate. And yet full

of potential. [00:08] [video: zooming in on Bishara’s face with a nasal feeding tube that is being held

in place by a patch] Male Speaker: Like the one-year old Bishara. [00:10-00:24] [sound: heart

beat in background] Male Speaker: Completely debilitated by fever and diarrhea,—[00:13]

[animated picture: Bishara is in the center of the frame. Malnourished Bishara is held by woman

on the left. Another woman on the right administers formula to the child through nasal feeding

tube.] Male Speaker: [without pause, slightly wistful]—the little one fought for her life. [00:16]

[video: face of grandmother fills greater part of frame; her face is aged and thin.] Male Speaker: Her

grandmother was afraid of losing her. [00:19] [video: close up. Bishara with feeding tube looks

into camera and leans head against torso of woman.] Male Speaker: She took the little girl to a

nutrition center. [00:22] [video: close-up. Bishara in the arms of a female adult. on Bishara’s hand

is an infusion catheter. the bandage around the catheter is partly bloodied.] Male Speaker: [getting

insistent]And someone like you donated. Someone like you saved Bishara. [00:28] [animated

picture: close-up of two faces. recovered Bishara next to her slightly smiling grandmother.] [music: is

becoming more uplifting and is picking up some speed] Male Speaker: After only 6 weeks—[00:30]

[animated picture: full frame. grandmother and Bishara in center. huts and desert in background.

grandmother and Bishara are sitting on the ground. grandmother looks down to Bishara and smiles.

2The empathy video can be accessed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNIKofWG6iE.
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Bishara sits in front of grandmother and smiles to the side.] Male Speaker: [without pause, slightly

joyful]—she was healthy again. [00:32] [animated picture: close-up frame taken from above.

zooming in on full-on smiling older Bishara.] Male Speaker: And 5 years later, Bishara smiles—

[00:34] [animated picture: Bishara in center. Bishara holds a large plane toy above her head and

smiles. green grass and trees in background.] Male Speaker: [without pause]—and plays joyfully.

[00:36] [video: close-up. in center frame is a measuring tape that is wrapped around a child’s upper

arm. the measuring tape shows that the child’s arm is about 14 cm in diameter. next to the number

is a red area that indicates that the child’s measurement is far below average.] Male Speaker: [serious]

But today other children are suffering from starvation—[00:36] [video: same picture as before

now in wider frame. crying child in center. woman holds the child and looks worried. behind the child

are two other women and to the left is a male doctor who is measuring the child’s arm.] Male Speaker:

[without pause]—who now need your help. [00:41] [video: wide frame from above. figure walks

through pond that lies exposed due to receding waters.] Male Speaker: [slightly wistful] East Africa

is currently experiencing one of the worst droughts in decades. [00:46] [animated picture:

child in center. child looks in camera. child’s upper arm is measured. the measuring instrument

places the child’s measurement in the red zone.] Male Speaker: Thousands of children are in

mortal danger. [00:48] [video: woman sits on hospital bed and strokes the head of Abdi, who is

in her lap. Abdi’s eyes are downcast and barely open.] Male Speaker: One-year-old Abdi is so

weakened—[00:51] [picture: slowly zooming in on frame. Abdi and woman who are in same position

now shown from another angle. female doctor feeds Abdi liquid from a metal cup. Abdi’s eyes are

closed.] Male Speaker: [without pause]—that he can hardly stand on his legs. Our teams are

working hard—[00:56] [video: woman sits on hospital bed. her arms are wrapped around a child

and she holds the child close to her. female nurse to the left prepares the child’s infusion catheter

for administering medicine.] Male Speaker: [without pause]—to care for as many children as

possible. [00:59] [picture: close-up frame. zooming in on adult hand holding a child’s hand. adult

hand is slightly covered in dirt.] Male Speaker: But our resources are not yet sufficient. [01:03]

[animated picture: male doctor and woman sit next to each other and look at the child, who is in

woman’s lap. child looks in camera with wide open eyes. male doctor slightly leans towards child

and examines the child’s heart with stethoscope.] Male Speaker: Back then, someone like you

helped save Bishara’s life. [01:08] [picture: close-up of Abdi being fed liquid from metal cup.]

[music: rhythmic timpani drums are added] Male Speaker: Now you can help to save children’s

lives like Abdi’s across the world. Your e9 each month,—[01:14] [picture: zooming in on

malnourished child who touches man’s cheek. man is on eye-level with child and looks at child while

child’s eyes are closed. man‘s hand seems to reach towards child.] Male Speaker: [without pause]—

for example, ensure that children are provided with essential nourishment. [01:20] [text:

appears in bottom right corner. text says “Please donate e9 each month” in black capital lettering,

except “e9” which is in red. under the text is the logo of ‘Save the Children Deutschland‘.] Male

Speaker: Please donate now. [01:22] [music: fades into silence] Male Speaker: Thank you. [01:27]
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[END]

2. Effectiveness treatment :3 Save the Children – Wir helfen Kindern in Not. Seit 1919 [00:00-00:03]

[video: old black-and-white shot. overall scene shows several children who sit on both sides of 2 long

tables and wear identical clothes. it is highly suggested that this footage is taken in canteen of an

orphanage. close-up is on 4 malnourished children who eat porridge. two of them have shaved heads.]

[text: underlines video. appears in bottom left corner. says “starvation in Russia, 1921” in black

bold capital lettering, except the word “starvation” which is in red.] [music: deep and melodious

instrumental piece. soft volume. slightly melancholic.] [00:04-00:05] [video: old black-and-white shot.

2 malnourished children eat at table. child in the center of the frame has his face stuck deep in

his plate and appears to salvage every bit of his meal. child to the left looks exhausted and weak.]

[00:06-00:09] [text: black background around the text, but text itself is on white background. text is

at center of frame and says “Save the Children has been providing emergency aid in crises for more

than 90 years” in black capital lettering, except the words “90 years,” which are in red.] [music: picks

up speed. slightly more energetic and brisk.] [00:09-00:10] [video: old black-and-white shot. men load

big bags of grain into train cart.] [00:10-00:11] [video: old black-and-white shot. women pour grain

into big cooking pot.] [00:11-00:13] [video: old black-and-white shot. 3 big posters with vintage “Save

the Children” logo. 3 eating children in winter-appropriate gear in forefront.] [00:13-00:14] [video: old

black-and-white shot. girl puts on gasmask.] [00:13-00:15] [video: old black-and-white shot. houses

burning in inferno.] [text: underlines video. appears in bottom left corner. says “Second World

War” in black capital lettering. the word “second” is in black. the words “world war” are in red.]

[00:15-00:16] [video: old black-and-white shot. right part of frame very dark. on left part of frame

the outline of a firefighter can be made out. the firefighter holds a water hose in the general direction

of burning houses.] [noise: bomb explodes.] [00:17-00:19] [video: low-quality color shot. plane drops

bombs. bombs explode on the ground and cause a high wall of flames.] [text: underlines video.

appears in bottom left corner. says “Vietnam” in black capital lettering.] [noise: bombs explode.]

[00:19-00:20] [video: low-quality color shot. close-up frame on child who cries out in anguish and

covers ears.] [00:20-00:21] [video: low-quality color shot. several make-shift houses and group of

people.] [00:21-00:22] [video: low-quality color shot. sad looking child gets vaccinated by female

doctor.] [00:21-00:24] [video: color shot. big waves as high as trees. small houses are mostly under

water and mud.] [text: underlines video. appears in bottom left corner. says “Tsunami in Asia” in

capital lettering. the word “Tsunami” is in red. the words “in Asia” are in black.] [noise: big waves

break. people cry out in astonishment off-camera.] [00:24-00:25] [video: color shot. pick-up truck

with “Save the Children” logo on the side drives into cargo area of a plane.] [00:25-00:26] [video:

color shot. truck with “Save the Children” logo on the back drives on road in Vietnam.] [00:26-00:27]

[video: color shot. dozens of small houses on hillside are covered by mudslide. some appear to be

severely damaged.] [text: underlines video. appears in bottom left corner. says “Haiti” in black

capital lettering.] [00:27-00:28] [video: color shot. in center of frame a child lies on a stretcher. child

3The effectiveness video can be accessed here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFSQjLATgnU.
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is surrounded by 3 adults. 1 woman holds child’s outstretched arm. child’s arm is bandaged and a

tube follows its length.] [00:28-00:29] [video: color shot. close-up frame on a child with a medical mask

on her face.] [text: underlines video. appears in bottom left corner. says “Japan” in black capital

lettering.] Male Correspondent 1:—the humanitarian—[00:29-00:30] [video: color shot. recording

of a news segment on humanitarian crisis in north Pakistan. male news caster reads the news. in

the background of news room picture shows man carrying bags of his salvageable belongings through

knee-high water.] Male Correspondent 1: [without pause]—disaster in northern—[00:30-00:31]

[video: color shot. rapid flowing river.] [text: underlines video. appears in top left corner. says

“Pakistan” in black capital lettering.] Male Correspondent 1: [without pause]—Pakistan today.

[00:31-00:33] [video: color shot. woman carries a child through drought-struck landscape. another

child walks to her right.] [text: underlines video. appears in top left corner. says “East Africa” in

black capital lettering.] [music: picks up intensity. becomes more energetic.] Male Correspondent

2: Across the whole of Africa up to—[00:33-00:34] [video: color shot. several people are in a

hospital room with two beds. on the bed to the back sits a woman with a child in her lap. on the bed

to the front lies another child. this child is malnourished and asleep.] Male Correspondent 2: [without

pause]—10 million people are being affected—[00:35-00:36] [video: color shot. same hospital

room. the child on the bed has the circumference of his arm measured. the measure instrument shows

that the child’s measurements are in the red area.] Male Correspondent 2: [without pause]—by the

worst drought for more than—[00:36-00:37] [video: color shot. close-up frame of child’s upper

body.] [text: underlines video. appears in top left corner. says “Ethiopia” in black capital lettering.]

Male Correspondent 2: [without pause]—15 years. [00:37-00:41] [video: color shot. close-up frame

of children huddling close around a small fire to keep warm.] [text: underlines video. appears in top

right corner. says “Syria” in black capital lettering.] Male Correspondent 3: Save the Children

has lounged an emergency fund to help children who are victims—[00:41-00:45] [video: color

shot. amateur video footage. big explosion far away that colors the sky red.] Male Correspondent 3:

[without pause]—of this. [00:43-00:43] [music: stops for a moment] [noise: bomb explodes. person

cries out in anguish off camera.] [music: picks up again. becomes riveting.] Female Correspondent 1:

Save the Children says many—[00:45-00:46] [video: color shot. amateur video footage. bombed

out street. houses are completely destroyed. car and street are covered in wreckage and thick sheet

of ashes.] Female Correspondent 1: [without pause]—youngsters trapped inside Syria—[00:46-

00:47] [video: color shot. close-up frame of a child’s unwashed face. the child looks thoughtfully

into the camera.] Female Correspondent 1: [without pause]—are facing—[00:48-00:49] [video: color

shot. close-up frame of a child’s face.] Female Correspondent 1: [without pause]—malnutrition,

diseases—[00:49-00:50] [video: color shot. close-up frame of a child with a self-made spider-man

t-shirt standing in a dark room. the child’s line of sight is downcast.] Female Correspondent 1:

[without pause]—and trauma. [00:50-00:51] [video: color shot. big truck with “Save the Children”

logo on the front is welcomed by a crowd of people. man waves a white flag with the “Save the

Children” logo on it.] [00:51-00:53] [text: black background around the text, but text itself is on
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white background. text is at center of frame and says “We know the faster we act” in black capital

lettering, except the words “the faster,” which are in red.] [00:53-00:55] [video: color shot. 4 people

are putting on protection gear.] [text: underlines video. appears in bottom left corner. says “Ebola

epidemic in West Africa” in capital lettering. the words “Ebola epidemic” are in red. the words “in

West Africa” are in black.] [00:55-00:56] [video: color shot. recording of a live stream with expert on

BBC global news.] Male Expert 1: It is going to be a Hercules task—[00:56-00:57] [video: color

shot. several destroyed houses.] [text: underlines video. appears in top left corner. says “Nepal”

in black capital lettering.] Male Expert 1: [without pause]—to deliver care—[00:57-00:58] [video:

color shot. a few first responders in small alley. they are surrounded by destroyed houses.] [text:

underlines video. appears in top left corner. says “Nepal” in black capital lettering.] Male Expert 1:

[without pause]—to all the people—[00:58-00:59] [video: color shot. first responders dig through

debris.] [text: underlines video. appears in top left corner. says ‘Nepal’ in black capital lettering.]

Male Expert 1: [without pause]—in need in Nepal. [01:00-01:01] [video: color shot. large crowd

of people pushes into bus.] [text: underlines video. appears in top left corner. says “refugee crisis

in Europe” in capital lettering. the words “refugee crisis” are in red. the words “in Europe” are in

black.] Male Correspondent 4: This is the largest—[01:01-01:02] [video: color shot. large crown

stands on the platform while an empty train arrives.] [text: underlines video. appears in top left

corner. says “refugee crisis in Europe” in capital lettering. the words “refugee crisis” are in red. the

words “in Europe” are in black.] Male Correspondent 4: [without pause]—movement of people

since—[01:02-01:03] [video: color shot. adult wearing a “Save the Children” t-shirt beckons a small

boat of refugees in his direction.] Male Correspondent 4: [without pause]—the Second World War.

[01:03-01:05] [video: color shot. a human chain of volunteers stands in and next to river in order to

help refugees to cross it.] Female Correspondent 2: The number of unaccompanied children—

[01:05-01:07] [video: color shot. recording of a live stream with a news correspondent on BBC global

news.] Female Correspondent 2: [without pause]—has risen to above 12,000 now. [01:07-01:08]

[text: black background around the text, but text itself is on white background. text is at center of

frame and says “the more lives we can save” in black capital lettering, except the word “save” which is

in red.] [music: continues at slightly lower volume.] [01:09-01:10] [video: color shot. open water with 3

small boats and 1 big boat.] [01:10-01:11] [video: color shot. volunteer on big boat throws a rope down

into awaiting hands.] [01:11-01:12] [video: color shot. volunteer lifts child from refugee boat to rescue

boat.] [01:12-01:13] [video: color shot. volunteers in “Save the Children” t-shirt unload truck full of

boxes with provision.] Female Representative 1: [insistent and slightly hurried] We have a whole

logistics—[01:13-01:14] [video: color shot. adult stacks provisions with “Save the Children” logo on

them into pile.] Female Representative 1: [without pause]—team that are desperately—[01:15-

01:17] [video: color shot. recording of a broadcast on Good Morning Britain. female representative

from “Save the Children” is speaking.] Female Representative 1: [without pause]—searching out

different routes to get aid into the countries, so—[01:18-01:19] [video: color shot. car slowly

drives on narrow hillside path.] Female Representative 1: [without pause]—we are trying over
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land—[01:19-01:20] [video: color shot. helicopter flies away.] Female Representative 1: [without

pause]—as well as flying in. [01:20-01:21] [video: color shot. people carry boxes uphill on a sandy

path.] [01:21-01:22] [video: color shot. volunteer in “Save the Children” t-shirt distributes supplies.]

[01:22-01:23] [video: color shot. 2 doctors operate on child.] [back-to-back-talk] Male Correspondent

5: Save the Children. Male Correspondent 6: Save the Children. [01:24-01:26] [text: black

background around the text, but text itself is on white background. text is at center of frame and

says “we save children” in black capital lettering, except the word “save,” which is in red.] [back-

to-back-talk] Female Correspondent 3: Save the Children. Female Correspondent 4: Save the

Children. Female Correspondent 5: Save the Children. [01:26-01:28] [video: color shot. woman

and child fall into each other’s arms. the child hangs onto his mother. the mother is ecstatic.] [noise:

mother’s ecstatic outcry.] [01:29-01:30] [text: black background around the text, but text itself is on

white background. text is at center of frame and says “no matter where” in black capital lettering,

except the word “where,” which is in red.] [01:30-01:32] [video: color shot. a mudslide damaged

a bridge. volunteer in “Save the Children” t-shirt inspects the damage.] [01:32-01:34] [text: black

background around the text, but text itself is on white background. text is at center of frame and

says “no matter how” in black capital lettering, except the word “how,” which is in red.] [01:34-01:35]

[video: color shot. a helicopter lands in a forest clearing.] [01:36-01:37] [video: color shot. a truck

with a “Save the Children” banner on the front drives on dusty road.] [01:37-01:38] [text: black

background around the text, but text itself is on white background. text is at center of frame and

says “we are there” in black capital lettering, except the word “there,” which is in red.] [01:38-01:41]

[video: color shot. child runs into the open arms of a volunteer in a “Save the Children” t-shirt. the

volunteer picks the child up and lifts him high above his head. the child smiles. the video stills on the

last frame.] [music: ending on big symphonic finale.] [01:41-01:46] [picture: last frame of previous

video. child smiles into camera.] [text: appears in top right corner. text says “Please donate e9 each

month” in black capital lettering, except “e9,” which is in red. under the text is the logo of “Save

the Children.”] [music: no music plays.] [01:46] [END]
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